
Description of the Multiscale Spatial Temporal
Markup Language (MSTML)

The root element of an MSTML file is experiment and is used to record the
time series data corresponding to an in silico model simulation, respectively in
vitro/in vivo wet-lab experiment.

Irrespective of the nature of the experiment measurements are taken at one
or multiple moments in time. Consequently the experiment root element con-
tains one or more timepoint elements. Each timepoint element contains
an optional value attribute which indicates the moment in time when the mea-
surement was taken. The value of this attribute valueti corresponding to time
point ti is computed using the following formula:

valueti =

 val, if the value val was predefined for ti
0, if no value was predefined for ti and i = 0
valueti−1

+ 1, otherwise

The information stored in timepoint elements is a list of zero or more unique
spatial entities (i.e. spatialEntity elements), respectively numeric state vari-
ables (i.e. numericStateVariable elements).

Both spatialEntity and numericStateVariable elements contain an
optional attribute scaleAndSubsystem used to encode the scale and subsystem
to which the spatial entity, respectively numeric state variable correspond.

However spatialEntity elements are additionally described by a required
attribute spatialType whose value is either region or cluster. Information de-
scribing the state of the spatial entity at a given time point is recorded by
the following child elements corresponding to the spatial measures considered
during the multiscale spatio-temporal analysis:

• clusteredness, density, triangleMeasure, rectangleMeasure and circleMea-
sure - real non-negative values between 0 and 1;

• angle - a real non-negative value between 0 and 360;

• area, perimeter, distanceFromOrigin, centroidX and centroidY - real non-
negative values.

Conversely numericStateVariable elements contain a name and a value
child element where the name is a string and the value a real number.
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